SURFACE COLLECTION
TOUCH
ULTIMATE HIGH DEFINITION STRUCTURED PANELS
With high-definition appearance and a surface texture that mimics real wood, TOUCH panels are the deepest structured
thermo fused laminate panels produced in North America. Durable and extremely low manintenance, TOUCH panels
feature excellent hardness, scratch and wear resistance as well as a budget-friendly price. Available in 8 textured wood grain
colors, TOUCH panels enhance any space with the strength, texture and aesthetic of natural materials.

SPECIFICATIONS

KEY FEATURES

Core Thickness: 3/4” Western Pine particlboard with
a deep textural melamine top and bottomlayer.

Structured Melamine: thermo fused laminate have
the appearance of real wood made by heat and pressure.

Panel Size: 4’ x 8’ max or cut to size
Colors and Edgebanding: 8 different wood grain
colors to choose from with 8 matching edgebanding
options. (See below)

Extremely Durable: finest-quality melamine fused to
Western Pine industrial core.
Panel to Panel Consistency: manufactured to
ensure color, suface and core qualities are consistent.

Designer White

Cortez

Silverton

Durango

Vail

Slate

Basalt

Black

MAINTENANCE

STORAGE

To maintain TOUCH panels, gently clean, do not scrub,
with a clean, soft, lint-free cloth and water. Best results
will be achieved using a micro-fiber cloth or chamois,
and if necessary, a non-abraisive soap or detergent. Do
not use brushes, scourers or scrapers.

TOUCH panels should be stored in an interior HVAC

INSTALLATION RECOMMENDATIONS
TOUCH panels are intended for dry interior vertical

applications. All mounting areas should be clean and
free of debris. There are a variety of installation methods
that can be used. It is the responsibility of the purchaser
to understand the site conditions and install according
to those conditions. Installation guides and hardware
options can be found at www.soelbergi.com

controlled environment. Store panels horizontally and
panels should be well supported at all times in the
original shipping crate. Panels are supplied with a
protective film, which should not be removed until the
installation and project are complete. Ensure panels with
masking film are not stored in direct sunlight as the film
could be affected and difficult to remove.

MATERIAL HANDLING
TOUCH panels should be handled with care and
supported at all times. Do not allow any hard or abrasive
materials or surfaces to come in contact with TOUCH
panels.
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